
It takes a lot to stand out in Staten Island, so co-owners Alan Aldakhlallah and Russell Romhen 
knew Mar Mar had to not only fill the void they felt existed in the area’s dining scene, but 
become an experience to savor. While they missed the “meze” style food of their Syrian roots, 
they realized this fresh Mediterranean restaurant had to be more than a meal. Through 
extensive renovations of the space they’d secured, Mar Mar transformed into a vibrant venue 
boasting exposed brick, banquette seating, cherry wood floors and tables, Thomas Edison 
chandeliers and wall sconces, plus the addition of two large front windows. The rustic yet 
luxurious dining aesthetic they’d envisioned was complete.  
 
While Mar Mar’s atmosphere is decidedly appealing, the menu is even more so. Topping the list 
of most popular cold appetizers is the Mar Mar Combo, offering a tour of Mediterranean tastes 
with hummus, baba ganoush, lebneh and muhamara. Hot appetizers take the form of Chicken 
Wings, the Spicy Potato small plate, and Kibbeh, crafted with cracked wheat dough and stuffed 
with spiced meat and onions. There are of course many more. Other in-demand dishes include 
the Mar Mar Salad, a fresh mix of lettuce, cucumbers, tomatoes, onions, lemon, olive oil and 
Syrian spices; and the Mixed Grill entree, crafted with savory chunks of filet mignon, chicken 
kebab and kufta. Diners also indulge in other staples of Mediterranean cuisine including the 
Falafel Sandwich, seated within savory pita bread; Shish Tawook (grilled marinated cubes of 
skewered chicken) available as an entrée or sandwich; Lamb Chops and seafood dishes. 
Coupled with the crowd-pleasing lemonade with mint, any selection is sure to satisfy. Leaving 
room for dessert might be difficult, but diners suggest saving real estate for the Mar Mar 
Baklava, served warm and dressed with orange blossom honey and pistachio slivers—the 
perfect ending to an impressive meal.  
 
The thanks for Mar Mar’s proprietors is found in how patrons describe Mar Mar, imparts 
Aldaklallah. “They tell me they’ve been searching for this type of food on Staten Island for 
years. And they’re calling it home cooked, just like something they’ve tasted in their 
grandmother’s kitchen.” As far as comparisons go, the two restaurateurs couldn’t ask for more. 
 
 
 
 
 


